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PBIS
Positive Behavior Intervention & Supports

Tier 1 Universal Team Booster Workshop

February 3, 2017

INTRODUCTION

Let’s get to know each other!

What is your role on your PBIS team?

Tell us something positive about the person on 
your right

Today’s will be available on our website:  
cce.astate.edu/pbis/presentations/

Today’s will be available on our 
website:  cce.astate.edu/pbis/resources/
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To make this day the best possible, we need your assistance and participation

Be Responsible

Attend to the “Come back together” signal

Active participation…Please ask questions

Be Respectful

Please limit sidebar conversations

Please refrain from email and Internet browsing

Be Safe

Take care of your own needs

Group Expectations 

5

Adapted from Michigan's Integrated Behavior and Learning Support Initiative (MIBLSI) 
https://miblsi.org/training-materials/ppsc/tier-1-school-wide-pbis-day-1

APPROXIMATE AGENDA FOR TODAY

8:30am:     Introductions

8:45am:     Assessment

10:00ish     Break

10:10am:   Overview of Key Components

11:30am:    Lunch

12:30            Key Components continued

Data Based Decision making

1:45pm Break

1:55pm      Team Planning

3:15pm:      Wrap up

Goals for today
Purpose: 
Prepare and plan for ‘boosting’ implementation 
of PBIS

You will become more familiar with…
– Self assessing fidelity of implementation of PBIS
– The critical features of Tier 1 PBIS
– Using data to make decisions and facilitating  

action planning 

Ringleader

Recorder

Reporter

For today….select your:
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Setting Up Our Time for Success
Activities & Team Times (blue stars on 

slides) are meant to be conversation or 
work starters.

Our goal: to give you enough information 
to move the work forward in your 
buildings.

Adapted from Michigan's Integrated Behavior and Learning Support Initiative (MIBLSI) 
https://miblsi.org/training-materials/ppsc/tier-1-school-wide-pbis-day-1

Changes in school climate over time changes in academic performance

The Institute of Education Sciences, a part of the U.S. Department of Education, is the nation's 
leading source for rigorous, independent education research, evaluation and statistics.

Middle school climate and academic performance

Adam Voight, Cleveland State University, Thomas Hanson, WestEd
Making Connections, Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. Dept. of Education;  January 2017 

Research Context
▪Grade 7 student data 
▪1,000 middle schools in California
▪2004/05–2010/11
▪Looked at relations between school climate and academic performance 

Results
▪Positive student-reported school climate higher academic performance 
▪English language arts 
▪math 

▪Changes in school climate over time changes in academic performance
▪Changes within a school smaller than the differences across schools

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/west/pdf/REL_2017212.pdf

You’ve all climbed big PBIS mountains!
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How you feel when PBIS is working well But over time….

Focus    Stage Description

Exploration/Adoption Decision regarding commitment to 
adopting the program/practices and 
supporting successful implementation.

Installation Set up infrastructure so that successful 
implementation can take place and be 
supported. Establish team and data 
systems, conduct audit, develop plan.

Initial Implementation Try out the practices, work out details, 
learn and improve before expanding to 
other contexts.

Elaboration Expand the program/practices to other 
locations, individuals, times- adjust 
from learning in initial implementation.

Continuous 
Improvement/  
Regeneration

Make it easier, more efficient. Embed 
within current practices.

Work to do it 
right!

Work to do it 
better!

Should we do 
it!

The reality is……

Where are you today?

Where do you want to be?

Assessment
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Tools for the Day: Tiered Fidelity Inventory (TFI)

FOR PBIS TEAMS!

Algozzine, B., Barrett, S., Eber, L., George, H., Horner, R., Lewis, T., Putnam, B., 
Swain-Bradway, J., McIntosh, K., & Sugai, G (2014). School-wide PBIS Tiered Fidelity 
Inventory. OSEP Technical Assistance Center on Positive Behavioral Interventions 
and Supports. www.pbis.org.

Uses of the Tiered Fidelity Inventory
 Formative Assessment

 Progress Monitoring

 Annual Self-Assessment

 State Recognition

Algozzine, B., Barrett, S., Eber, L., George, H., Horner, R., Lewis, T., Putnam, B., Swain-Bradway, J., McIntosh,
K., & Sugai, G (2014). School-wide PBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory. OSEP Technical Assistance Center on Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports. www.pbis.org.
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Tiered Fidelity Inventory:  Scale Report Tiered Fidelity Inventory:  Scale Report

Tiered Fidelity Inventory: subscales & features

50%

39%

38%

Tool for the Day: Multi-tiered Action Plan = MAP
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PLAN YOUR PBIS TRAININGS & BOOSTERS

Let’s talk about 
Sustainability & Fidelity
of PBIS in YOUR school.

Sustainability: 

Is PBIS going to continue in your school? 

What are some of the barriers you have faced in 
sustaining PBIS?

What can you do about them?

What were the top Enablers of Sustainability 
with PBIS?

1. Administrator Support
2. Staff Buy-in
3. Fidelity
4. Data
5. Teaming
6. Resources

What you need to  keep it going

RESEARCH From:  McIntosh, K., Predy, L., Upreti, G., Hume, A.E. & Mathews, S. (2014).  Perceptions of 
contextual features related to implementation and sustainability of School-wide Positive Behavior Support.  
Journal of Positive behavior Interventions, 16, 29-41. 
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What were the top Barriers of Sustainability 
with PBIS?

1. Resources
2. Turnover
3. Fidelity
4. Staff Buy-in
5. SWPBIS Philosophy
6. Administrator Support What stops it 

RESEARCH From:  McIntosh, K., Predy, L., Upreti, G., Hume, A.E. & Mathews, S. 
(2014).  Perceptions of contextual features related to implementation and 
sustainability of School-wide Positive Behavior Support.  Journal of Positive 
behavior Interventions, 16, 29-41. 

“In your role at school, what would help YOU 
implement PBIS better?”
• Have more consistent implementation across our school

• School as a whole group to be consistent

• Ways to incorporate PBIS in pull-out settings

• Consistency throughout the building

• Make rewards system clearer and easier (less time consuming)

• Be on the same page through whole building

• Same for classrooms and activities-everywhere

• To be on the same page as everyone

• Better understanding of PBIS

PBIS Implementation Survey:  
Langston Elementary School August 2014

No time…No money…No consistency….Not enough staff…

• For schools already implementing PBIS, barriers are 
perceived as less important than enablers (McIntosh et al., in press)
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How do you know if PBIS has sustained at your school?

How do you know if your team is functioning with fidelity?

Andreau, T.E., McIntosh, K., Ross, S.W., & Kahn. J.D. (under review)

Use of Data

“Data speaks to the staff, ‘Look what we’ve 
accomplished; look where we need to go.’ 

It keeps it impersonal and really clarifies decision 
making for future and how to celebrate the present 
and past.”

How….. FOR PBIS TEAMS!

• STAFF perception of the Status and Priority for Improvement for 
the following systems: 

❖ School-wide
❖ Classroom
❖ Non-classroom                                       
❖ Individual students

• Completed once a year, at beginning or end of year
• Completed by teachers, staff, administrators

SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY (SAS)

FOR YOUR STAFF!
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Behavior Systems in Place (SAS)
PBIS Implementation Survey

PBIS Implementation Survey – sample questions

1. How much are YOU using PBIS at your school?

2. How well do YOU understand the fundamentals of PBIS?

3.    How much training have YOU had for PBIS?

13. How well is PBIS going at your school?

14. In your role at school, what would help YOU implement PBIS better?

17.  What other comments do you have about PBIS Implementation in your school?

Team Time!
SURVEYS
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Group Discussion:

❑ What is your school doing well in implementing 
PBIS with fidelity?

❑ What area(s) need work?

Update your Multi-tiered Action Plan = MAP

Other ways to check the 
pulse of PBIS in your school

Creating the Conditions for Learning
School Climate Surveys

School Climate

Engagement

Relationships

Respect for 
Diversity

School 
Participation

Safety

Emotional 
Safety 

Physical Safety

Substance Use

Environment

Physical 
Environment

Academic 
Environment

Wellness

Disciplinary 
Environment

Kristen Harper, Office of Safe and Healthy Students, USDOE(2013)
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School Climate Survey - example Ask your staff….
What would a positive, encouraging school climate look like? 

Students know what is expected of them & choose to do so because they:
•Know what to do 
•Have the skills to do it
•See the benefits for acting responsibly

Adults and students have more time to:
•Focus on relationships
•Focus on classroom instruction

There is an instructional approach to discipline
•Instances of problem behavior are opportunities to learn and practice pro-social 
behavior

Michigan's Integrated Behavior and Learning Support Initiative (MIBLSI) 
https://miblsi.org/training-materials/ppsc/tier-1-school-wide-pbis-day-1

Example of climate change:  Every Opportunity STUDENT VOICE SURVEYS
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PBIS Student Voice 
Survey

Students can be meaningful partners in decision making!

PBIS Student Voice Survey

Intermediate, Middle and High School Students

1. What do you think is the biggest behavioral issue at your school?

2. What is the best way to learn the 'rules' of how you are expected to behave at 
school?

3. For good behavior, what could an adult at your school give you? What would mean 
the world to you? It needs to be something that doesn't cost much money.

4. What would you change about how your school celebrates good student behavior?

Biggest Behavioral Issues (Student Responses)

5th Grade
▪Talking/not listening
▪Bullying/fighting

6th Grade
▪Bullying
▪Talking
▪Not listening/fighting/bus behavior

7th Grade
▪Talking
▪Bullying

Student Voice Survey; 2 Arkansas Middle Schools; January 2017

“What do you think is the biggest behavioral issue at your school?”
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Best Way to Learn Rules for How to Behave 
(Student Responses)

5th Grade
▪Review Rules
▪Learn/listen

6th Grade
▪Listen/learn
▪Read rule book

7th Grade
▪Rewards

“What is the best way to learn the 'rules' of how you are expected 
to behave at school?”

Thank You for Good Behavior

5th Grade
▪Gotcha’s (bucks, etc.)
▪Free day/recess/time outside

6th Grade
▪Gotcha’s (bucks, etc.)
▪Free time/recess
▪Food

7th Grade
▪Free/tech/game day

“For good behavior, what could an adult at 
your school give you? What would mean the 
world to you? It needs to be something that 
doesn't cost much money.”

Celebration of Good Behavior

5th Grade
▪Nothing/wouldn’t change

6th Grade
▪Party/events
▪Change nothing

7th Grade
▪Longer recess

“What would you change about how your 
school celebrates good student behavior?”

But before you listen to the voices of your students…

…let’s remember why PBIS 
became a part of your school 
culture!
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“Better understanding of PBIS” Shouldn’t students just know how to behave?

Name: Brook e  Smi th Date: June  20, 2 014

Math Review

1. What is the mode of 9  2  8  9  2  8  9  9? 

8 9

2. What is 47.6 rounded to the nearest number? 

47    48

3. Tim stacked 54 books into 9 even piles. How many books did 
Tim put into each pile?    

9 6

4. Evaluate.

3²= 6 9   5³=15 125 4⁷= 28 16,384

5. Solve for x.

7x-4x=12   3.5   4

5. Solve.

4.73 22.2 23.4
+ 5.49 10.22 x 2.2 - 17.3 6.1

9.12 2 4.4 48.84 14. 1

“If a child doesn’t know how to read, we teach.”

“If a child doesn’t know how to swim, we teach.”

“If a child doesn’t know how to multiply, we teach.”

“If a child doesn’t know how to drive, we teach.”

“If a child doesn’t know how to behave,  we… 
…teach?  …punish?”

“Why can’t we finish the last sentence as 
automatically as we do the others?”

John Herner, Former President NASDSE, 1998
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Prevention = time to teach

PBIS guides schools in 
developing systems to
prevent misbehavior 
from becoming a problem

3-TIERED PREVENTION MODEL

Intensive

Targeted

Universal

Few

Some

All

• More instructional time
• More positive interactions with students
• Sanity  ☺
• Predictability: 

• Common, consistent practices and routines 
• Common language

• Working together toward a common goal

PBIS: What’s in it for you?
COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS WORKSHEET (Example)

Enter info below Time Regained

School name

Any School
Student Administrator

Minutes 10800 7200
Hours 180 120
Days 23 15

Number of referrals for last year
720

Number of referrals for this year

360

Average #  of minutes student is 
out of class due to referral 

30

Average # of minutes 
administrator needs  to process 

referral  20

Courtesy www.pbismaryland.org
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ACTIVITY:  Cost/Benefit Worksheet

http://pbismaryland.org/ Group Discussion:

❑ How much time are you losing?
❑ How much time could you regain?

❑ What could you do with extra time?

PBIS Foundational Principles
• Student behavior can be changed

• Environments can be created to change behavior

• Changing environments requires change in adult behavior

• Adult behavior must change in a consistent and 

systematic manner

• Systems of support are necessary for both students and 

adults

(SWOSERRC, 2007)

Michigan's Integrated Behavior and Learning Support Initiative (MIBLSI) 
https://miblsi.org/training-materials/ppsc/tier-1-school-wide-pbis-day-1

PREDICTABLE AND CONSISTENT ENVIRONMENTS…

… where should your focus 
be?
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The focus cannot just be on student behavior-

it also has to be on adult behavior
How do you increase Staff Buy-in for PBIS?

Make it personal, relevant, and Concrete

 Provide compelling reasons for change; e.g., share data

 Provide a clear vision of how changes will impact staff 
personally - emphasize benefits

 Ensure staff ownership by soliciting input and 
collaborating

 Plan to teach and reward adults

 Plan to provide regular updates on PBIS

Teachers and staff will need training and ongoing 
support (Q: 3)

Schedule training and booster training for staff

Have a plan for providing training and support to new 
staff, as well as substitutes

Be supportive and encouraging to staff – find ways to 
recognize and/or reward staff for their efforts

Provide Support to your Staff
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Get Out Of School (30 minutes!) Early

Activity:  Staff Acknowledgement 

Brainstorm some ideas for how you can support and 
encourage staff in their implementation of PBIS.

How do you keep your staff up-to-date PBIS?

Adapted from Michigan's Integrated Behavior and Learning Support Initiative (MIBLSI) 
https://miblsi.org/training-materials/ppsc/tier-1-school-wide-pbis-day-1

Coming Soon!!! PBIS Overview
ideas.aetn.org/
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Q12:  How often are parents involved with PBIS 
at your school? 

What about Parental Involvement?

Activity
• How are you currently communicating PBIS to 

all of your staff and parents? 
• What are new ways to incent your staff?
• How involved are your parents with PBIS?

 Record action items on the MAP
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Activity
• Self-Assess for 3 minutes
• Reach team consensus 6 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP

PBIS is not a one-person effort…it 
takes the whole school  

“Does your school’s PBIS team work 
together effectively?” (Q: 9)

(unfortunately it doesn’t just magically happen! )

Do you have defined ‘roles’ on your team?

 Administrator – implements decisions

 Internal Coach - guides team development & 
implementation

 Facilitator – keeps meetings on task

 Data Manager – provides on-going data to team

 Recorder – keeps and distributes minutes

 Communicator – shares information with others

 Active team member – participates in problem solving

 Family member 

Acknowledgements
Students and Adults

Teaching
Developing 

behavior lesson 
plans

Administrator + 
Coach

PBIS TEAM “Subcommittees”

Team 
Development & 
Annual Training 

Plan

Handling 
Problem 
Behaviors - Data
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REMEMBER TO SHARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES!

Tips for avoiding burnout:

• Divide the team into sub-groups or committees

• Work in an area where you feel comfortable or have expertise

• Rotate roles periodically
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Activity
• Self-Assess for 5 minutes
• Reach team consensus 10 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP

Critical components of PBIS

1. Expected behaviors defined clearly
2. Expected behaviors taught
3. Expected behaviors acknowledged regularly
4. Problem behaviors defined clearly
5. Regular examination of data
6. Regular evaluation & assessment

COMPONENT #1:

Expected behaviors are 
defined clearly
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Defining 
Expectations

Teaching System Acknowledgement  
System

Preventing & 
Responding to 

Challenging 
Behaviors

Data-based 
Decision Making

3-5 School-Wide 
Expectations

Behavioral Matrix

Behavioral Lesson 
Plans

Teaching Schedule:
• Kick-Off
• Ongoing 
• Boosters 

Student

Staff

Problem behavior list 
with definitions

T-chart

Office Discipline 
Referral Form

Continuum for 
responding to problem 
behavior

Flowchart for dealing 
with problem behavior

Methods for data 
collection & analysis:

• Big Five 
Information

• Data Analysis 
Procedures

• Share progress & 
results with   
School 
Community -Staff, 
Students, Families 
and Constituents

Critical components of PBIS Data!

❑ What did your office discipline reports reveal as your 

top 3 problem behaviors last year?

❑ What do students say are the behavior issues in their 

schools?

❑ Does your staff think students fully understand your 

behavioral expectations? (Q:10)

“What do you think is the biggest behavioral issue at your school?”

Brookland Middle and Trumann Intermediate-combined (2015)
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What are the problem behaviors in your school?

What behaviors do you 
want to see instead?

• Purpose?

❑Means of communication
❑Consistent communication

• Guidelines?

❑Identify 3-5 expectations
❑Short, positive statements (what to do!)
❑Easy to remember

• For all students, staff, and settings

Review your current 
SCHOOL-WIDE EXPECTATIONS

Make sure your expectations are based off the problem behaviors from your data 

▪For example, if there are a lot of office referrals for 
harassment, Be Respectful may be a good choice.
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• Stated positively?
• Use of common and few words?
• Show what the behavior “looks like”?

(example)    Be Respectful on the Playground

1.  Take turns.
2.  Use kind words and actions.
3.  Line up quickly and quietly.

Are your rules based on school-wide 
expectations?

Do all your students interpret 
the rules the same way?

Do your expectations still 
work for your school?
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Choose your words carefully… The Behavior Matrix

Review your Behavior Matrix

Decide if you need to ‘change up’ any of your ‘rules’

Are there ‘new’ areas in your school are problem 
behaviors occurring? 

Get staff feedback on whether your matrix still 
‘works’

Record action steps on MAP

Activity
• Self-Assess for 1 minute
• Reach team consensus 3 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP
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Tool for the Day: Multi-tiered Action Plan = MAP COMPONENT 2:

Expected behaviors taught

Defining 
Expectations

Teaching System Acknowledgement  
System

Preventing & 
Responding to 

Challenging 
Behaviors

Data-based 
Decision Making

3-5 School-Wide 
Expectations

Behavioral Matrix

Behavioral Lesson 
Plans

Teaching Schedule:
• Kick-Off
• Ongoing 
• Boosters 

Student

Staff

Problem behavior list 
with definitions

T-chart

Office Discipline 
Referral Form

Continuum for 
responding to problem 
behavior

Flowchart for dealing 
with problem behavior

Methods for data 
collection & analysis:

• Big Five 
Information

• Data Analysis 
Procedures

• Share progress & 
results with   
School 
Community -Staff, 
Students, Families 
and Constituents

Critical components of PBIS
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Discussion:

❑ What did your staff say about teaching 
behaviors?  (Q:4)

❑ What do students say were the way they want 
the ‘rules’ taught at your school?

SHOULDN’T STUDENTS KNOW HOW TO BEHAVE BY NOW?

Do you tell students what you want 
them to do?

Are your BEHAVIOR LESSON PLANS…

• Aligned to school-wide expectations?

• Demonstrated by Adults?
• demonstrate both inappropriate and appropriate 

behavior

• Role -played and practiced by students?

• Provide Feedback by Adults?
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Do you TEACH BEHAVIOR LIKE ACADEMICS? TIPS IN TEACHING

• Create skits.

• create videos

• Use older students to show younger students

Example of Teaching (and dancing!) High School Tardy
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Elementary School Example
Rotation 
stations

PBIS - Student booster training ideas - videos REPETITION IS KEY!
• Review

• Remind students of expected behaviors often

• Find opportunities to pre-correct
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DO YOU HAVE AN ANNUAL PLAN FOR TEACHING EXPECTATIONS?

• Kick-off : with all students in all areas of school

• Weekly behavior lesson plans 
• target behavior, expectation, or area of school
• target behavior showing up most often in the data

• Review the expectations daily 

• After a long break, a booster training will remind 
students of the expectations

PLAN YOUR PBIS TRAININGS & BOOSTERS

Activity
• Self-Assess for 1 minute
• Reach team consensus 3 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP
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Tools for the Day: Multi-tiered Action Plan = MAP COMPONENT #3:

Expected behaviors 
acknowledged regularly

Defining 
Expectations

Teaching System Acknowledgement  
System

Preventing & 
Responding to 

Challenging 
Behaviors

Data-based 
Decision Making

3-5 School-Wide 
Expectations

Behavioral Matrix

Behavioral Lesson 
Plans

Teaching Schedule:
• Kick-Off
• Ongoing 
• Boosters 

Student

Staff

Problem behavior list 
with definitions

T-chart

Office Discipline 
Referral Form

Continuum for 
responding to problem 
behavior

Flowchart for dealing 
with problem behavior

Methods for data 
collection & analysis:

• Big Five 
Information

• Data Analysis 
Procedures

• Share progress & 
results with   
School 
Community -Staff, 
Students, Families 
and Constituents

Critical components of PBIS

❑ How often did your staff say they give out 
acknowledgments to students? 

(Q:5 & open response)
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“WHAT THE WORLD'S GREATEST MANAGERS DO DIFFERENTLY”

.Create working environments where employees:

1. Know what is expected
2. Have the materials and equipment to do the job correctly

3. Receive recognition each week for good work
4. Have a supervisor who cares, and pays attention

5. Receive encouragement to contribute and improve

...buckingham & coffman 202, gallup 
Interviews with 1 million workers, 80,000 managers, in 400 companies

WHY DO WE ACKNOWLEDGE DESIRED BEHAVIOR?

• Reinforce new behaviors
• Encourage the behaviors we want in the future
• Positive peer pressure
• Possibly the only bright spot in student’s day!!
• Turn the behavior into a habit!!

Ultimate Goal=INTRINSICALLY motivated.

Tangible Skills Awards Tangible Social Behavior Skills Awards

Academic

Athletics

Arts

Bottom line…

Students need recognition and 
encouragement and they respond positively, 
as all of us do, to acts of appreciation.  
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Tips for giving out 
Acknowledgments…..

Why?
Positive behavior recognition to encourage students to 
consistently demonstrate school-wide expectations: 

Should ONLY be given to students who are consistently 
demonstrating school-wide expectations

Who?
All staff (teaching, office, building service, cafeteria, 
bus driver and substitute teacher) should be in on 
recognizing positive behavior

Where?

Should be linked to the appropriate behavior 
based on the locations in the Expectations Matrix. 
(Q: 6) 

When?
Should be acknowledged immediately to students 
when a behavior in the Expectations Matrix is 
consistently observed. (especially for younger 
students)

How?
When recognize a student, the student should know 
exactly why he/she is getting the recognition. The reason 
should be valid and connected to the core values:

Example: Be Respectful, Be Responsible, Be Safe.
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Be SPECIFIC in your praise!

No: “Yo Dude….good job!”

Yes:  “Thank you Jack for picking up that trash!  
I appreciate how you are respecting our 
cafeteria!”

Adults do not ‘give’….

Instead…students “Earn”

LET’S ROLE PLAY!  

Pick a partner and practice SPECIFIC PRAISE!

2
min

…what reinforcers do you use to 
excite your students?
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• What interests do your students have?
• What can you do if your school has a limited budget? 

Think about it...
Ask your students!

PBIS Student Voice 
Survey

"As a thank you for good behavior, what could an 
adult at your school give you? What would mean 
the world to you? It needs to be something that 
doesn't cost much money (it can't be money).”

“For good behavior, what could an adult at your school give you? What would mean the world 
to you? It needs to be something that doesn't cost much money.”

Brookland Middle and Trumann Intermediate-combined
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“For good behavior, what could an adult at your school give you? What would mean the world 
to you? It needs to be something that doesn't cost much money.”

Blytheville High School and Westside High School-combined

What about collecting as a class in a 
Classroom Bucket?

How can you ‘fund’ PBIS?
Sometimes the best things in 
life are
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• Extra minutes at the computer
• Buy a soda from machine
• Activity for class (movie, math game, etc.)
• Tell a pre-approved joke/riddle on morning 

announcements
• Make announcements over the PA for 1 week
• Basketball with principal 
• Free pass/reduced cost to high school football 

game

NON-COST (MOSTLY) REINFORCEMENT IDEAS FOR STUDENTS

“About once a week I choose a student to receive the "positive 
postcard". I actually mail a postcard to their house! They love 
receiving mail from their teacher!”

whattheteacherwants.blogspot.com

https://www.classdojo.com/pbis/ https://www.pbisrewards.com/
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What about School-wide 
Celebrations?

HOW DO YOU HANDLE SCHOOL-WIDE CELEBRATIONS?

Explain whether or not ALL students get what the 
collective group earns?

Explain whether some students get extra for 
exceptional performance?

Activity
• Self-Assess for 1 minute
• Reach team consensus 3 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP
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Tool for the Day: Multi-tiered Action Plan = MAP

NEW Team Time! 
Find your color! 

In your Group:
1. Discuss experiences of teaching expected behaviors in 

your schools; what has worked, what hasn’t worked 

2. What did your students OR what do you think your 
students would say they’d change about the way positive 
behavior is celebrated at your school?

3. What are new ways to celebrate a positive school 
climate?

Report out!

• What teaching ideas have worked well?

• What are some celebration ideas?
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COMPONENT #4:

Problem behaviors defined 
clearly

Defining 
Expectations

Teaching System Acknowledgement  
System

Preventing & 
Responding to 

Challenging 
Behaviors

Data-based 
Decision Making

3-5 School-Wide 
Expectations

Behavioral Matrix

Behavioral Lesson 
Plans

Teaching Schedule:
• Kick-Off
• Ongoing 
• Boosters 

Student

Staff

Problem behavior list 
with definitions

T-chart

Office Discipline 
Referral Form

Continuum for 
responding to problem 
behavior

Flowchart for dealing 
with problem behavior

Methods for data 
collection & analysis:

• Big Five 
Information

• Data Analysis 
Procedures

• Share progress & 
results with   
School 
Community -Staff, 
Students, Families 
and Constituents

Critical components of PBIS

➢ Do staff agree on what behaviors are 
Classroom Managed vs. Office Managed?(Q: 8)

➢ Do staff agree on the procedures for handling problem 
behavior =consistency among all staff 

Who deals with what behaviors?

Staff Managed Behaviors Office Managed Behaviors

Minors
• Inappropriate Language
• Physical Contact
• Defiance/Insubordination/Non-

Compliance
• Disrespect
• Disruption
• Dress Code
• Technology Violation
• Property Misuse
• Tardy

Consequences are determined by 
staff

Majors
• Abusive/Inappropriate Language
• Fighting
• Physical Aggression
• Defiance/Insubordination
• Harassment/Intimidation
• Inappropriate Display of 

Affection
• Vandalism/Property Destruction
• Lying/Cheating
• Skipping
• Technology Violation
• Dress Code
• Theft
• Arson
• Weapons
• Tobacco
• Alcohol/Drugs

T-CHART EXAMPLE
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flow chart 
example
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Activity
• Self-Assess for 2 minutes
• Reach team consensus 6 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP

COMPONENT #5:

Regular examination of 
data

Using Data to Make Decisions…

Rather Than Jumping to Conclusions

Defining 
Expectations

Teaching System Acknowledgement  
System

Preventing & 
Responding to 

Challenging 
Behaviors

Data-based 
Decision Making

3-5 School-Wide 
Expectations

Behavioral Matrix

Behavioral Lesson 
Plans

Teaching Schedule:
• Kick-Off
• Ongoing 
• Boosters 

Student

Staff

Problem behavior list 
with definitions

T-chart

Office Discipline 
Referral Form

Continuum for 
responding to problem 
behavior

Flowchart for dealing 
with problem behavior

Methods for data 
collection & analysis:

• Big Five 
Information

• Data Analysis 
Procedures

• Share progress & 
results with   
School 
Community -Staff, 
Students, Families 
and Constituents

Critical components of PBIS
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HOW AND WHY SHOULD PBIS USE DATA?

• Do you regularly review data showing progress?

• Do you communicate data to school, district, families? 
(Q:11)  

• Look at current data and problem solve eSchool

Activity:

Give an example of what precise 
problem you discovered with 
drilling down!

• Prevention – keep it from happening again
• Extinction – make the expected behavior more 

attractive than the problem behavior
• Recognition – acknowledge those that follow the 

expected behavior
• Consequences – consistent handling of any 

persistent problem behaviors
• Data Collection – is it working?

Solution Development and Action Planning
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Activity
• Self-Assess for 5 minutes
• Reach team consensus 10 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP
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What’s Next?

You have implemented PBIS Tier 1. Now what?
▪Make sure you have fidelity of school-wide 
implementation
▪Nothing else should happen until you have fidelity

Then choose your direction(s)…
▪Identify what concerns your staff have in Tier 1
▪Classroom management? 

Frequently asked Questions

“ “Is PBIS something I will also 
implement in my classroom?”

Linking Classroom systems to 
School-wide Systems

Be Responsible
Be Safe
Be Respectful

Classroom Management Strategies:
Supporting and Responding to Behavior: Evidence-Based Classroom Strategies for 
Teachers
https://www.osepideasthatwork.org/evidencebasedclassroomstrate
gies
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Activity
• Self-Assess for 1 minute
• Reach team consensus 3 minutes

• Record action steps on MAP

Were you able to…
Purpose: 
Prepare and plan for ‘boosting’ implementation 
of PBIS? 

Become more familiar with…
– self assessing fidelity of implementation of PBIS?
– the critical features of Tier 1 PBIS?
– using all kinds of data to make decisions and 

facilitating  action planning?
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https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PBISBOOSTER
Training Name: PBIS Team Booster Workshop

Trainers:  Becky Hegger and Anne Merten

ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
❖ Center for Community Engagement
❖ Office of Behavioral Research & Evaluation
❖ PBIS Resource Center

Anne Merten & David Saarnio


